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Tata Power signs Shardul Thakur as brand ambassador 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-cm/tata-power-signs-shardul-thakur-as-brand-ambassador-

120021800179_1.html 

  
The new Tata Power campaign featuring Shardul Thakur went live in media last week, with significant presence in digital, radio and 

outdoors.Powered by Capital Market - Live News(This story has not been edited by Business Standard staff and is auto-generated 

from a syndicated feed.) 
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'I certainly have my eyes on T20 World Cup' – Shardul Thakur to learn from mistakes made against 

New Zealand 

https://m.crictracker.com/i-certainly-have-my-eyes-on-t20-world-cup-shardul-thakur-to-learn-from-mistakes-made-against-

new-zealand/ 

  
'I certainly have my eyes on T20 World Cup'  Shardul Thakur to learn from mistakes made against New ZealandShardul has played 

in 11 ODIs and 15 T20Is in which he has claimed 33 scalps.In 2018, he could last only 10 balls in his debut Test as a leg injury saw 

him leaving the field in the match against the West Indies in Hyderabad. Even as bowling all-rounder Shardul Thakur waits to play in 

the second Test of his career, he has continued to represent India in the limited-overs formats.Shardul recently featured in the T20I 

and ODI series against New Zealand in their den and it was a mixed experience for the 28-year-old Mumbai cricketer. While he 

finished as the highest wicket-taker in the T20I series, he had an unforgettable outing in the ODI series.AdvertisementHowever, the 

thrashing he got in the three ODIs hasnt made Shardul lose heart. Instead, the right-hand bowler has said that he will learn from the 

mistakes made in the series and passionately strive towards glory in the T20 World Cup scheduled later this year in 

Australia.Shardul took only three wickets in the 50-over series against the Black Caps and went for a lot of runs, so much so that 

even the Indian team management came under criticism for persisting with the man despite leaking too many runs.Certainly I have 

my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate 

about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly, India Today quoted Shardul as saying on his 

return to Mumbai. India will now play a two-match Test series in New Zealand starting next Friday.Shardul Thakur sets his eyes on 

IPL 2020For Shardul, the focus now shifts back to the T20s. Having taken 21 wickets in 15 T20Is, Shardul is now eyeing the Indian 

Premier League (IPL) as a preparatory step for the World Cup."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the 

IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are 

playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup, Shardul, who plays for Chennai Super Kings in the IPL now, said."So whatever 

momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments 

after IPL, the cricketer, who has been named as the brand ambassador for Tata Power, said.On the lessons to be learnt from the 

New Zealand tour, Shardul said he would study his mistakes and improve. He said it was his first tour of New Zealand and cited the 

fact that he is still in the stage of inexperience. Shardul has played in 11 ODIs and 15 T20Is in which he has claimed 33 

scalps.Freehit: 20 Questions with Zimbabwe all-rounder Sikandar Raza 
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'I certainly have my eyes on T20 World Cup' – Shardul Thakur to learn from mistakes made against 

New Zealand 

https://www.crictracker.com/i-certainly-have-my-eyes-on-t20-world-cup-shardul-thakur-to-learn-from-mistakes-made-

against-new-zealand/ 

  
In 2018, he could last only 10 balls in his debut Test as a leg injury saw him leaving the field in the match against the West Indies in 

Hyderabad. Even as bowling all-rounder Shardul Thakur waits to play in the second Test of his career, he has continued to represent 

India in the limited-overs formats.Shardul recently featured in the T20I and ODI series against New Zealand in their den and it was a 

mixed experience for the 28-year-old Mumbai cricketer. While he finished as the highest wicket-taker in the T20I series, he had an 

unforgettable outing in the ODI series.AdvertisementHowever, the thrashing he got in the three ODIs hasnt made Shardul lose heart. 

Instead, the right-hand bowler has said that he will learn from the mistakes made in the series and passionately strive towards glory 

in the T20 World Cup scheduled later this year in Australia.Shardul took only three wickets in the 50-over series against the Black 

Caps and went for a lot of runs, so much so that even the Indian team management came under criticism for persisting with the man 

despite leaking too many runs.Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of 

confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly, India 

Today quoted Shardul as saying on his return to Mumbai. India will now play a two-match Test series in New Zealand starting next 

Friday.For Shardul, the focus now shifts back to the T20s. Having taken 21 wickets in 15 T20Is, Shardul is now eyeing the Indian 

Premier League (IPL) as a preparatory step for the World Cup."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the 

IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are 

playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup, Shardul, who plays for Chennai Super Kings in the IPL now, said."So whatever 

momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments 

after IPL, the cricketer, who has been named as the brand ambassador for Tata Power, said.On the lessons to be learnt from the 

New Zealand tour, Shardul said he would study his mistakes and improve. He said it was his first tour of New Zealand and cited the 

fact that he is still in the stage of inexperience. Shardul has played in 11 ODIs and 15 T20Is in which he has claimed 33 

scalps.Advertisement 
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'Important to learn from mistakes and move on': Shardul Thakur 

https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/the+free+press+journal-epaper-

fpressjr/important+to+learn+from+mistakes+and+move+on+shardul+thakur-newsid-166126186 

  
However, the figures haven't dented his spirit and on Monday, the 28-year-old right-arm pacer oozed plenty of confidence, asserting 

that he will learn from his "mistakes"."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to 

New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase 

where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he said.In the 50-

over leg also, with Bumrah failing to grab a wicket in three matches and absence of Shami in last two, the Mumbaikar was left 

brutally exposed.Thakur went for 80 in nine overs at Hamilton, 87 in 9.1 at Mount Maunganui; a 'better'showing in between at 

Auckland had still seen him go for 60 from his 10 overs.Despite the criticism for his wayward bowling, the quicky banks on his ability 

to help India achieve the goal of winning the World T20 after a gap of 13 years.'M in his name stands for match-winner': Twitter trolls 

Shardul Thakur for off-beat deliveries"Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the 

amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job 

fairly," he said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.Thakur, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing 

in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March 

end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka 

T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup. 
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Shardul Thakur: My Positivity And Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup 

https://www.india.com/sports/shardul-thakur-my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-3946254/ 

  
Exuding confidence, India pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday said that he feels his positivity and passion can help Virat Kohli-led 

India clinch the upcoming ICC T20 Cricket World Cup 2020 in Australia."I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring 

into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game and that will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he said.Thakur, who faced the heat recently during the three-match ODI series against New 

Zealand where he conceded 217 runs in 28.1 overs with just four wickets, felt that he will learn from his mistakes. "I will study my 

mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I 

have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I 

will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Thakur also spoke of how the upcoming Indian Premier 

League season and the Sri Lanka T20s could play a big role in helping him gain momentum before the big-ticket event."Definitely, 

the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up 

and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain 

from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul 

said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.Thakur will next be seen donning Chennai Super Kings colours in 

the IPL. 
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Shardul Thakur Says ‘My Positivity and Passion Can Help India Win ICC T20 World Cup 2020’ 

https://www.latestly.com/agency-news/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-1544348.html 

  
Mumbai, February 17: Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of 

confidence, asserting that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20. Shardul 

gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. 

He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly, I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I 

bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.New Zealand Beat India to Clean Sweep ODI series, Netizens Troll 

Shardul Thakur With Funny Memes and Jokes. Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and 

he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important 

and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to 

Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be 

important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being 

named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'. He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in 

ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning 

experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for 

India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions 

for the team's cause," he added. Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, 

not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it 

down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make the difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will 

have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling 

myself. "You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games 

with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level. "I always believed that I could bat 

and make useful contributions to the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I 

am playing international cricket, my role remains the same. "Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just 

go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.(This is an unedited and auto-

generated story from Syndicated News feed, LatestLY Staff may not have modified or edited the content body) 
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Shardul Thakur pitches for green energy 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/productline/power-generation/shardul-thakur-pitches-for-green-

energy/articleshow/74187244.cms 

  
MUMBAI: Tata Power India has signed on the Indian cricket team's fast bowler, Shardul Thakur to represent and stand for the 

company's values of being green and environment friendly. The company now provides rooftop solar services for residential 

consumers across 66 cities in India. The company has so far installed over 315 MW of rooftop projects, including some of the most 

industrialised states like Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu and also built utility scale projects in 13 states in the country with a 

total capacity of around 2.76 GW. Praveer Sinha, CEO &amp; MD, Tata Power said: "Having Shardul agree to be our brand 

ambassador is a great affirmation of our core communication message. We believe his influence will help reach the youth of the 

nation and inspire them to make a difference by choosing sustainable energy solutions. Our new distribution solutions like microgrid, 

solar rooftop and EV charging will play a major role in improving the energy access across the country, in both urban and rural 

parts." "Tata Power endeavours to offer consumers sustainable and green energy solutions and I am proud to be associated with 

them," Shardul Thakur said. 
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'Important to learn from mistakes and move on': Shardul Thakur 

https://www.freepressjournal.in/sports/cricket/important-to-learn-from-mistakes-and-move-on-shardul-thakur 

  
Shardul Thakur (R) reacts after bowling during the third one-day international cricket match between New Zealand and India at the 

Bay Oval in Mount Maunganui on February 11. AFP Shardul Thakur was at the receiving end for the most of the New Zealand tour. 

Making up for an ordinary economy rate of 9.8 despite being the highest wicket-taker (8) in the five-match T20 series. However, the 

figures haven't dented his spirit and on Monday, the 28-year-old right-arm pacer oozed plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes". "I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New 

Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. "Currently, I am just into that phase 

where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he said. In the 50-

over leg also, with Bumrah failing to grab a wicket in three matches and absence of Shami in last two, the Mumbaikar was left 

brutally exposed. Thakur went for 80 in nine overs at Hamilton, 87 in 9.1 at Mount Maunganui; a better' showing in between at 

Auckland had still seen him go for 60 from his 10 overs. Despite the criticism for his wayward bowling, the quicky banks on his ability 

to help India achieve the goal of winning the World T20 after a gap of 13 years. "Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The 

positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team 

to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'. Thakur, who 

has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the 

cash-rich league, starting in March end. "Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going 

forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into 

T20 World Cup. "So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry 

(it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Thakur signed off. 
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In modern day cricket, it's OK to go for runs: Shardul Thakur 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/sports/cricket/news/in-modern-day-cricket-its-ok-to-go-for-runs-shardul-

thakur/articleshow/74185178.cms 

  
The Mumbai speedster gave away 227 runs in the 28.1 overs he bowled during the course of the three-match series. He picked up 

just four wickets and gave his runs at an economy rate of 8.05.Thakur, however, feels that in modern day cricket, which has become 

ruthless to say the least, bowlers will go for runs. But the important thing as a bowler is to make sure that not many runs are 

leaked."It is OK to go for runs. As a bowler, you can't end up bowling extraordinary spells every time you go out to bowl. The idea is 

that if I am going to go for 20 runs in a particular over, then I should be able to bring the runs down to 16, 14 or 15 in the next over. I 

think those five-six runs make a huge difference in the end."For example, if we are defending then in the last over the team will have 

16 runs to defend instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs if we try and not give 

away as many runs during the course of the 50 overs. That's what I keep telling myself. You just have to keep your head high and 

keep trying and executing things," Thakur who was named brand ambassador for a Tata Power initiative, said on Monday.Sure 

Thakur did not have a very rewarding tour of New Zealand, the youngster however, felt that the tour helped him learn a lot of 

things."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand as compared to 

the other players. I have not played as many games for India. Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and 

going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he explained.The tour to New Zealand is past now and 

Thakur now has his eyes on the T20 World Cup in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he signed off. 
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Shardul Thakur pitches for green energy 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/sports/off-the-field/shardul-thakur-pitches-for-green-energy/articleshow/74181054.cms 

  
MUMBAI: Tata Power India has signed on the Indian cricket teams fast bowler, Shardul Thakur to represent and stand for the 

companys values of being green and environment friendly.The company now provides rooftop solar services for residential 

consumers across 66 cities in India. The company has so far installed over 315 MW of rooftop projects, including some of the most 

industrialised states like Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu and also built utility scale projects in 13 states in the country with a 

total capacity of around 2.76 GW.Praveer Sinha, CEO & MD, Tata Power said: "Having Shardul agree to be our brand ambassador 

is a great affirmation of our core communication message. We believe his influence will help reach the youth of the nation and 

inspire them to make a difference by choosing sustainable energy solutions. Our new distribution solutions like microgrid, solar 

rooftop and EV charging will play a major role in improving the energy access across the country, in both urban and rural 

parts.""Tata Power endeavours to offer consumers sustainable and green energy solutions and I am proud to be associated with 

them," Shardul Thakur said. 
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'Important to learn from mistakes and move on': Shardul Thakur 

https://www.ucnews.in/news/Important-to-learn-from-mistakes-and-move-on-Shardul-Thakur/3973309559008566.html 

  
However, the figures havent dented his spirit and on Monday, the 28-year-old right-arm pacer oozed plenty of confidence, asserting 

that he will learn from his "mistakes"."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to 

New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase 

where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he said.In the 50-

over leg also, with Bumrah failing to grab a wicket in three matches and absence of Shami in last two, the Mumbaikar was left 

brutally exposed.Thakur went for 80 in nine overs at Hamilton, 87 in 9.1 at Mount Maunganui; a better showing in between at 

Auckland had still seen him go for 60 from his 10 overs.Despite the criticism for his wayward bowling, the quicky banks on his ability 

to help India achieve the goal of winning the World T20 after a gap of 13 years."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The 

positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team 

to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.Thakur, who 

has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the 

cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going 

forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into 

T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry 

(it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Thakur signed off. 
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'My Positivity And Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup': Shardul Thakur 

https://www.ucnews.in/news/My-Positivity-And-Passion-Can-Help-India-Win-T20-World-Cup-Shardul-

Thakur/643640230360227.html 

  
his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20. Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-

day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in 

Australia later this year.WATCH: From a Pacer to an Anchor: Mohammed Shami interviews Navdeep Saini at the Blue 

SpringsWATCH: MS Dhoni finds a new make-up artist in his little munchkin Ziva in this adorable video'I have my eyes on World 

Cup': Thakur"Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I 

have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters 

here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum 

he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will 

be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia 

Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just 

need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL,"Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He 

will play for the Chennai Super Kings. Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as 

a learning experience.'I will study my mistakes': Shardul ThakurI will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. 

It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. "Currently, 

I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's 

cause," he added. Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every 

time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 

16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 

runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling 

myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games 

with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed that I could bat 

and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I 

am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go 

out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can,"Shardul signed off.IPL 2020: Harsha Bhogle picks his 

impact player-to-be for KKR this season(Image Courtesy: AP) 
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Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Leaving the hammering in New Zealand 

behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will learn from his "mistakes" and 

passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals 

against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this 

year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I 

am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, 

who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the 

cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going 

forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into 

T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry 

(it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for 

the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning 

experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as 

compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining 

experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always 

looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I 

think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make 

difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling 

first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep 

trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in 

the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I 

played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the 

same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and 

score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.By continuing to use the site, you agree to the use of cookies. You can find out more 

by clicking  this link 
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Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.(This 

story has not been edited by Business Standard staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated feed.) 
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Shardul Thakur: My Positivity And Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup 

https://www.cricketcountry.com/news/shardul-thakur-my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-918114 

  
I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am 

passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly, he said.Thakur, who faced the heat 

recently during the three-match ODI series against New Zealand where he conceded 217 runs in 28.1 overs picking four wickets felt 

that he is going to learn from his mistakes and bounce back.I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It 

was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India.Currently, I 

am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the teams 

cause, he added.Thakur also spoke of how the upcoming Indian Premier League season and the Sri Lanka T20s could play a big 

role in helping him gain momentum before the big-ticket event.Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the 

IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are 

playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup.So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going 

ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL, Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of 

Tata Power. 
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In 2018, he could last only 10 balls in his debut Test as a leg injury saw him leaving the field in the match against the West Indies in 

Hyderabad. Even as bowling all-rounder Shardul Thakur waits to play in the second Test of his career, he has continued to represent 

India in the limited-overs formats.Shardul recently featured in the T20I and ODI series against New Zealand in their den and it was a 

mixed experience for the 28-year-old Mumbai cricketer. While he finished as the highest wicket-taker in the T20I series, he had an 

unforgettable outing in the ODI series.However, the thrashing he got in the three ODIs hasnt made Shardul lose heart. Instead, the 

right-hand bowler has said that he will learn from the mistakes made in the series and passionately strive towards glory in the T20 

World Cup scheduled later this year in Australia.Shardul took only three wickets in the 50-over series against the Black Caps and 

went for a lot of runs, so much so that even the Indian team management came under criticism for persisting with the man despite 

leaking too many runs.Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of 

confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly, India 

Today quoted Shardul as saying on his return to Mumbai. India will now play a two-match Test series in New Zealand starting next 

Friday.Shardul Thakur sets his eyes on IPL 2020For Shardul, the focus now shifts back to the T20s. Having taken 21 wickets in 15 

T20Is, Shardul is now eyeing the Indian Premier League (IPL) as a preparatory step for the World Cup.Definitely, the IPL is 

important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are 

going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup, Shardul, who plays for Chennai Super Kings 

in the IPL now, said.So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to 

carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL, the cricketer, who has been named as the brand ambassador for Tata Power, said.On 

the lessons to be learnt from the New Zealand tour, Shardul said he would study his mistakes and improve. He said it was his first 

tour of New Zealand and cited the fact that he is still in the stage of inexperience. Shardul has played in 11 ODIs and 15 T20Is in 

which he has claimed 33 scalps. 
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Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year.Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly, he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end.Definitely, the IPL is 

important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are 

going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup.So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will 

be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL, Shardul said after being 

named as the brand ambassador of Tata Power.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in 

ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience.I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning 

experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for 

India.Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions 

for the teams cause, he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over.It is okay to go for runs, 

not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it 

down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs.(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will 

have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. Thats what I keep telling 

myself.You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things, he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games 

with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level.I always believed that I could bat 

and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I 

am playing international cricket, my role remains the same.Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go 

out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can, Shardul signed off. (AGENCIES) 
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Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same. 
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805530.html 

  
Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed 

off.Deccan Herald News now on Telegram - Click here to subscribe 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul 

https://www.devdiscourse.com/article/sports-games/877823-my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-

shardul 

  
Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20. Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the 

recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the 

amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job 

fairly," he told reporters here. Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take 

forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum 

we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. 

Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup. "So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be 

crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being named as the brand 

ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings. Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New 

Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. 

It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. "Currently, 

I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's 

cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede fewer runs after an expensive over. "It is okay to go for runs, not every 

time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 

16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 

runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling myself. 

"You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his 

batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level. "I always believed that I could bat and 

make useful contributions to the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am 

playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out 

there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.(This story has not been edited by 

Devdiscourse staff and is auto-generated from a syndicated feed.)Download The Devdiscourse News App for Latest News. 
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India vs New Zealand: Shardul Thakur says learnings from ODI series will help him win T20 World 

Cup for team 

https://www.firstpost.com/firstcricket/sports-news/india-vs-new-zealand-shardul-thakur-says-learnings-from-odi-series-

will-help-him-win-t20-world-cup-for-team-8051411.html 

  
Mumbai : Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting 

that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of 

runs in the recent ODIs against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year.File photo Shardul Thakur. AP"Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I 

bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There are the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup.""So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.In the IPL, Shardul will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did 

not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes 

and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not 

played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to 

produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede fewer runs after an 

expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 

20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are 

defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those 

many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he 

said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and 

university level."I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, 

college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same.""Whenever I am 

batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I 

can," Shardul signed off.Find latest and upcoming tech gadgets online on Tech2 Gadgets. Get technology news, gadgets reviews 

&amp; ratings. Popular gadgets including laptop, tablet and mobile specifications, features, prices, comparison.Updated Date: Feb 

17, 2020 16:41:52 ISTTags: Australia, Black Caps, India, India Vs New Zealand 2020, IPL, New Zealand, Shardul Thakur, Sri Lanka, 

World t20 2020, Zimbabwe 
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India vs New Zealand: Shardul Thakur says learnings from ODI series will help him win T20 World 

Cup for team 

https://www.firstpost.com/firstcricket/sports-news/india-vs-new-zealand-shardul-thakur-says-learnings-from-odi-series-

will-help-him-win-t20-world-cup-for-team-8051411.html 

  
Mumbai: Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting 

that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of 

runs in the recent ODIs against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year.File photo Shardul Thakur. AP"Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I 

bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There arethe Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup.""So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.In the IPL, Shardul will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did 

not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes 

and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not 

played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to 

produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede fewer runs after an 

expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 

20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are 

defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those 

many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he 

said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and 

university level."I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, 

college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same.""Whenever I am 

batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I 

can," Shardul signed off.Find latest and upcoming tech gadgets online on Tech2 Gadgets. Get technology news, gadgets reviews & 

ratings. Popular gadgets including laptop, tablet and mobile specifications, features, prices, comparison.  Updated Date: Feb 17, 

2020 16:41:52 ISTTags :Australia,   Black Caps,   India,   India Vs New Zealand 2020,   IPL,   New Zealand,   Shardul Thakur,   Sri 

Lanka,   World t20 2020,   Zimbabwe 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/cricket/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-thakur/story-

7nd7oycPiQyaemtAtqme9N.html 

  
Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am 

passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly, he told reporters in Mumbai. Shardul, 

who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the 

cash-rich league, starting in March end. Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going 

forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into 

T20 World Cup. So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry 

(it) forward in the tournaments after IPL, Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of Tata Power'. He will play for 

the Chennai Super Kings. Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning 

experience. I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as 

compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining 

experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause, he added. Shardul said he always 

looks to concede less runs after an expensive over. It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I 

think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make 

difference of 5-6 runs. (If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling 

first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I keep telling myself. You just have to keep your head high and keep 

trying and executing things, he said. Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in 

the past, too, in school and university level. I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I 

played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the 

same. Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and 

score as many runs I can, Shardul signed off. 
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It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary: Shardul Thakur 

https://www.indiatoday.in/sports/cricket/story/shardul-thakur-on-india-vs-new-zealand-t20i-odi-series-ipl-2020-t20-world-

cup-1647349-2020-02-17 

  
HIGHLIGHTSLeaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, 

asserting that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away 

plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has 

his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the 

game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at 

least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he 

will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and 

the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to 

Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be 

important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being 

named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in 

ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience.advertisement"I will study my mistakes and consider 

them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as 

many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce 

greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It 

is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, 

then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last 

over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what 

I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.Also 

Read | Thakur, Saini stake claim for T20 World Cup by proving New Zealand wrongAlso Read | Playing for India life-changing 

moment, it is dream come true: Navdeep Saini 
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My Positivity and Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup: Shardul 

https://www.latestly.com/agency-news/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-1544348.html 

  
Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off.(This is 

an unedited and auto-generated story from Syndicated News feed, LatestLY Staff may not have modified or edited the content body) 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur 

https://www.mykhel.com/cricket/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-rhakur-138163.html 

  
Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'. He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience. "I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over. "It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Primis Player 

PlaceholderOf late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and 

university level. "I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, 

college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am 

batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I 

can," Shardul signed off.More SHARDUL THAKUR NewsIndia vs Sri Lanka, 3rd T20I: Preview, Dream11, Fantasy tips, Probable XI, 

Live telecast, Live Streaming infoPlaying regularly in IPL over last two years has helped, says Shardul ThakurIndia vs Sri Lanka: 

Kohli's message to youngsters: Need players at number 6 and 7 to win matches under pressureWorld Cup win would have been 

nice but enjoyed batting through 2019: RohitLooking ahead, Kohli says'younger people' will need to step up in few yearsKL Rahul 

attains career-best second position in ICC T20I Rankings after stellar show against New ZealandIndia vs New Zealand 5th T20I: 

Preview, Dream11, Fantasy tips, where to watch, TV timingIndia vs New Zealand, 5th T20I: India Probable XI as Virat Kohli's side 

chases historyIndia vs New Zealand: Black Caps'Super Over jinx continues, list of all Super Over results for NZIndia vs New 

Zealand: Black Caps in Super Over suffer mental disintegration, claim Twitterati as NZ lose Wellington T20IIndia vs Sri Lanka: Key 

takeaways for Virat Kohli and his band from T20I seriesIndia Vs Sri Lanka, 3rd T20I: Dominant India win by 78 runs, claim series 2-

0; Saini, Shardul shine - As it happenedIndia vs Sri Lanka, 3rd T20I: Preview, Dream11, Fantasy tips, Probable XI, Live telecast, 

Live Streaming infoPlaying regularly in IPL over last two years has helped, says Shardul ThakurIndia vs Sri Lanka: Kohli's message 

to youngsters: Need players at number 6 and 7 to win matches under pressureWorld Cup win would have been nice but enjoyed 

batting through 2019: RohitLooking ahead, Kohli says 'younger people'will need to step up in few yearsKL Rahul attains career-best 

second position in ICC T20I Rankings after stellar show against New ZealandIndia vs New Zealand 5th T20I: Preview, Dream11, 

Fantasy tips, where to watch, TV timingIndia vs New Zealand, 5th T20I: India Probable XI as Virat Kohli's side chases historyIndia vs 

New Zealand: Black Caps' Super Over jinx continues, list of all Super Over results for NZIndia vs New Zealand: Black Caps in Super 

Over suffer mental disintegration, claim Twitterati as NZ lose Wellington T20IPrev NextSports Images of The DayGet breaking news 

alerts. Allow Notifications You have already subscribed 
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My Positivity and Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur 

https://www.news18.com/cricketnext/news/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-thakur-

2504341.html 

  
Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the 

recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the 

amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job 

fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take 

forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum 

we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. 

Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be 

crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being named as the brand 

ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand 

and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was 

only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am 

just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's 

cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time 

you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 

or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs 

instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just 

have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batt ing 

and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed that I could bat and make 

useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing 

international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, 

read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off. 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul 

https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul/1736456 

  
Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward 

bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity 

that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the 

World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is 

important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL 

is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we 

are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from 

IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said 

after being named as the brand ambassador of ''Tata Power''.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best 

of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them 

as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team''s cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That''s what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off. PTI 

NRB AH AHDisclaimer :- This story has not been edited by Outlook staff and is auto-generated from news agency feeds. Source: 

PTI 
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NZ Vs IND: Shardul Thakur Leaves The Hammering Behind, Promises To Help India Win World T20 

https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/sports-news-nz-vs-ind-shardul-thakur-leaves-the-hammering-behind-

promises-to-help-india-win-world-t20/347440 

  
Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20. ( More Cricket News )Shardul gave away 

plenty of runs in the recent One-Day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has 

his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into 

the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or 

at least do the job fairly," he told reporters in Mumbai.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important 

and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is 

important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are 

going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL 

will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after 

being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of 

times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as 

learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many 

games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater 

contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay 

to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then 

how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over 

the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I 

keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won 

India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed 

that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role 

never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off. 
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Can Shardul's'passion' help India win T20 WC? 

https://www.rediff.com/cricket/report/can-sharduls-passion-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-ipl-nz-tour/20200217.htm 

  
IMAGE: India pacer Shardul Thakur appeals unsuccessfully during Game 2 of the One-Day International series against New 

Zealand, at Eden Park, in Auckland. Photograph: Hannah Peters/Getty ImagesPacer Shardul Thakur exuded plenty of confidence, 

asserting that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away 

plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. For now 

though he has his eyes set on the showpiece event in Australia later this year."Certainly, I have my eyes on the World Cup. The 

positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team 

to win the World Cup or, at least, do the job fairly," he told reporters in Mumbai.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said 

playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting March-

end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka 

T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever 

momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry ( it ) forward in the tournaments 

after IPL," Shardul said, after being named brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for Chennai Super Kings.Shardul, who did 

not have the best of time in the ODIs in New Zealand, said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and 

consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and, as compared to the other players, I have not 

played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward. I will try to 

produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.He said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive 

over."It is okay to go for runs; not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in 

this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 ( as ) in the end ( it ) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."( If ) we are defending ( 

then ) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less 

runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things."Of late, Shardul 

has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always 

believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the 

role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an 

opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can." 
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'My Positivity And Passion Can Help India Win T20 World Cup': Shardul Thakur 

https://www.republicworld.com/sports-news/cricket-news/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-

shardul.html 

  
his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20. Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-

day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in 

Australia later this year.WATCH: From a Pacer to an Anchor: Mohammed Shami interviews Navdeep Saini at the Blue 

SpringsWATCH: MS Dhoni finds a new make-up artist in his little munchkin Ziva in this adorable video'I have my eyes on World 

Cup': Thakur"Certainly I have my eyes on the World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I 

have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters 

here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum 

he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will 

be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia 

Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just 

need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL,"Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He 

will play for the Chennai Super Kings. Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as 

a learning experience.'I will study my mistakes': Shardul ThakurI will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. 

It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. "Currently, 

I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's 

cause," he added. Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every 

time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 

16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make a difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 

runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many fewer runs. That's what I keep telling 

myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games 

with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed that I could bat 

and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I 

am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go 

out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can,"Shardul signed off.IPL 2020: Harsha Bhogle picks his 

impact player-to-be for KKR this seasonREAD: Blast from the Past: Hardik Pandya shares an adorable throwback mid-

recovery(Image Courtesy: AP) 
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Learnings, not mistakes: How Shardul Thakur is looking ahead after tough New Zealand tour 

https://scroll.in/field/953419/learnings-not-mistakes-how-shardul-thakur-is-looking-ahead-after-tough-new-zealand-tour 

  
It has been a turbulent past month or so for Shardul Thakur. With the likes of Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Deepak Chahar injured, the 

right-arm pacer has been a regular in the Indian team in white-ball cricket, but his performances have been far from consistent.The 

first One-Day International against Australia last month saw Thakur return with forgettable figures of 0/43 in five overs. He was 

subsequently dropped for the remaining two ODIs in that series, which India went on to win, before being taken back into the playing 

XI in the New Zealand tour.India played five T20 Internationals and three ODIs against the Black Caps over the last month and 

Thakur featured in each of those matches. The 28-year-old had a decent run in the shortest format, picking up a player of the match 

award as well for his all-round effort in one of the matches, but he was hammered in the one-dayers. He managed to get four wickets 

in the 28.1 overs that he bowled over the three ODIs but was taken for a mammoth 227 runs.Shardul Thakur's bowling figures in 

2020Overs Mdns Runs Wkts Econ Opposition Ground9.1 0 87 1 9.49ODI v New ZealandMount Maunganui10.0 1 60 2 6.00ODI v 

New ZealandAuckland9.0 0 80 1 8.88ODI v New ZealandHamilton4.0 0 38 2 9.50T20I v New ZealandMount Maunganui4.0 0 33 2 

8.25T20I v New ZealandWellington3.0 0 21 2 7.00T20I v New ZealandHamilton2.0 0 21 1 10.50T20I v New ZealandAuckland3.0 0 

44 1 14.66T20I v New ZealandAuckland5.0 0 43 0 8.60ODI v AustraliaMumbai3.0 0 19 2 6.33T20I v Sri LankaPune4.0 0 23 3 

5.75T20I v Sri LankaIndoreThese performances led many to question his place in the Indian teams set-up, considering the fact that 

each white-ball game is crucial in the lead-up to the T20 World Cup later this year.As far as Thakur is concerned, though, its all 

about learning from the experience he gained in New Zealand.It is a tough place for bowlers, he told reporters in Mumbai on Monday 

at an event organised by Tata Power. You dont get to play there every year. The dimensions of each ground out there are different 

and it can get challenging. I think I did well on the tour. A couple of games were up and down for me but that is okay, as long as I 

keep learning.Whenever I get the opportunity to play there again, I will make sure I dont repeat the mistakes I made this time. And I 

wouldnt call them mistakes, actually, they are learnings. It was only my first trip to New Zealand. Compared to other bowlers or 

cricketers, I have not played that many games for India. So I am still in a phase where I am gaining experience and going forward I 

am sure I will do better, he added.Since his international debut in 2017, Thakur has shown the knack of getting breakthroughs, but 

he also tends to leak boundaries and return with costly figures. Talking about the economy-rate of bowlers in limited-overs games, 

he made an interesting observation about how he plans his spells.It is okay to go for runs, he said. One cannot put in an 

extraordinary performance each time. What I think is that if the oppositions scoring rate is ten-an-over, for example, then I should 

aim to keep my economy-rate below eight. That way, I will end up saving a few crucial runs which can help my team win. This is how 

I keep motivating myself. Again, not every day is the same. These are the challenges we have to face as bowlers, you just have to 

keep your head high and execute your plans.As far as his place in the India XI is concerned, what seems to be working in Thakurs 

favour is his ability to bat down the order. India captain Virat Kohli has spoke of the need for having deep batting line-ups in white-

ball cricket and that is where Thakur gets his nose ahead. The right-hander has played a couple of important cameos in the past few 

months and that has added to the value he offers to the team.I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the 

team, he said. I have done that in the past whenever I have played for my school, college or domestic team. In international cricket, 

no matter which position I am batting in, my job is to read the situation and score as many runs as I can.Thakur said that he has the 

back of the team management, too, and that the coaches have been a big help to him in the recent past. They back me for sure. The 

coaching staff has been really helpful. They make sure to communicate and give confidence no matter what. They ask me to go all 

out. We have the freedom to express ourselves on the field, there is no stress about that, he said.For the Indian team, as skipper 

Kohli has also said multiple times, this year is all about building up to the World Cup (apart from the Test championship). India have 

a few pace options whose comebacks from injuries are imminent but Thakur is very much in the mix as well for the mega event in 

Australia. And even though his last assignment in national colours didnt go as per plans, he isnt deterred.I certainly do have my eyes 

on the T20 World Cup, said Thakur. I believe the positivity that I bring to the game, the passion I have for it, and the amount of 

confidence I have will help the team win the title. 
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Tata Power appoints Shardul Thakur as brand ambassador for Green initiatives 

http://www.tndindia.com/tata-power-appoints-shardul-thakur-brand-ambassador-green-initiatives/ 

  
At a gathering in Mumbai on February 17, the I have the Power film starring Shardul was showcased in the presence of Praveer 

Sinha, CEO &amp; MD, Tata Power, Ashish Khanna, President  Renewables and Sanjay Banga, President  T&amp;D. The event 

also comprised of young winners of Club Enerji competitions, responsible consumers of energy and media.Tata Powers new 

consumer-centric businesses include solar rooftop services, EV charging stations etc. and their recent collaboration with the 

Rockefeller Foundation to set up 10,000 microgrids in India by 2026. It is a testament to its commitment to provide affordable, 

reliable electricity for millions of rural homes and enterprises.The company now provides rooftop solar services for residential 

consumers across 66 cities in India. The company has so far installed over 315 mw of rooftop projects, including some of the most 

industrialized states like Gujarat, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu and also built utility scale projects in 13 states in the country with a 

total capacity of around 2.76 GW.At present the company plans to provide next-gen power solutions via their EV charging business 

which has grown with 100 EV charging points across 8 cities. At present, there are 85 charging stations with a mix of public,  semi-

public and captive locations. With their recent partnership with Nexon EV the company aims to continue this trend and create smart 

consumers for tomorrow.According to Praveer Sinha, CEO &amp; MD, Tata Power, Having Shardul agree to be our brand 

ambassador is a great affirmation of our core communication message. We believe his influence will help reach the youth of the 

nation and inspire them to make a difference by choosing sustainable energy solutions. Our new distribution solutions like microgrid, 

solar rooftop and EV charging will play a major role in improving the energy access across the country, in both urban and rural parts. 

And, with Sharduls presence, we are confident of getting the buy in of an increasing number of our consumers in our journey to go 

green.Commenting on this honour, Shardul Thakur said, Tata Power endeavours to offer consumers sustainable and green energy 

solutions and I am proud to be associated with them. It gives me great pleasure to be up here standing for a reason, which I am sure 

resonates with all of us  that of being conscious citizens of our beautiful planet and what better way to do that than taking the power 

to make the right decision into our own hands.Leave a replyDefault Comments (0) Facebook Comments ( )Your email address will 

not be published. Required fields are marked *Comment *Name * Email * WebsiteAdd CommentYes, add me to your mailing list. 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur 

https://indianexpress.com/article/sports/cricket/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-

thakur-6272609/ 

  
Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his mistakes and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the 

recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year.Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the 

amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job 

fairly, he told reporters in Mumbai.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to 

take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end.Definitely, the IPL is important and the 

momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe 

after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup. So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and 

will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL, Shardul said after being named as the 

brand ambassador of Tata Power. He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New 

Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience.I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It 

was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India. Currently, I 

am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the teams 

cause, he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over. It is okay to go for runs, not every time 

you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 

or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs. (If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs 

instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. Thats what I keep telling myself. You just 

have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things, he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting 

and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level. I always believed that I could bat and make 

useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing 

international cricket, my role remains the same.Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, 

read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can, Shardul signed off.? The Indian Express is now on Telegram. 

Click here to join our channel (@indianexpress) and stay updated with the latest headlinesFor all the latest Sports News, download 

Indian Express App. 
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It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary: Shardul Thakur 

https://www.ucnews.in/news/It-is-okay-to-go-for-runs-not-every-time-you-will-end-up-bowling-extraordinary-Shardul-

Thakur/1405093397277524.html 

  
I have my eyes on T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur said after returning to India from New ZealandShardul was the highest wicket 

taker in the T20Is but had an ordinary ODI series against the Black CapsShardul is now gearing up to play for the Chennai Super 

Kings in the upcoming IPL 2020 which starts from March 29Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur 

on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India 

win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism 

for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World 

Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help 

the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said 

playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March 

end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka 

T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever 

momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments 

after IPL," Shardul said after being named as the brand ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super 

Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will 

study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other 

players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going 

forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs 

after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to 

go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are 

defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those 

many less runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he 

said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batting and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and 

university level."I always believed that I could bat and make useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, 

college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am 

batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I 

can," Shardul signed off. 
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My positivity and passion can help India win T20 World Cup: Shardul Thakur 

https://zeenews.india.com/cricket/my-positivity-and-passion-can-help-india-win-t20-world-cup-shardul-thakur-2264631.html 

  
Leaving the hammering in New Zealand behind, pacer Shardul Thakur on Monday exuded plenty of confidence, asserting that he will 

learn from his "mistakes" and passionately work towards helping India win the World T20.Shardul gave away plenty of runs in the 

recent One-day Internationals against the Black Caps and faced criticism for his wayward bowling. He now has his eyes set on the 

showpiece in Australia later this year."Certainly I have my eyes on World Cup. The positivity that I bring into the game and the 

amount of confidence I have, the way I am passionate about the game will help the team to win the World Cup or at least do the job 

fairly," he told reporters here.Shardul, who has 21 wickets from 15 T20Is, said playing in the IPL is important and he will look to take 

forward the momentum he gains in the cash-rich league, starting in March end."Definitely, the IPL is important and the momentum 

we gain from the IPL will be crucial going forward. There is the Sri Lanka T20s coming up and we are going to Zimbabwe after IPL. 

Then we are playing Asia Cup going into T20 World Cup."So whatever momentum we gain from IPL will be important and will be 

crucial going ahead. We just need to carry (it) forward in the tournaments after IPL," Shardul said after being named as the brand 

ambassador of 'Tata Power'.He will play for the Chennai Super Kings.Shardul did not have the best of times in ODIs in New Zealand 

and he said he would take it as a learning experience."I will study my mistakes and consider them as learning experiences. It was 

only my first trip to New Zealand and as compared to the other players, I have not played as many games for India."Currently, I am 

just into that phase where I am gaining experience and going forward, I will try to produce greater contributions for the team's 

cause," he added.Shardul said he always looks to concede less runs after an expensive over."It is okay to go for runs, not every time 

you will end up bowling extraordinary. I think that way if I am going to go for 20 runs in this over, then how can I cut it down to 16, 14 

or 15 (as) in the end (it) will make difference of 5-6 runs."(If) we are defending (then) in the last over the team will have 16 runs 

instead of 10 runs. Or if we are bowling first, we will have to score those many less runs. That's what I keep telling myself."You just 

have to keep your head high and keep trying and executing things," he said.Of late, Shardul has won India games with his batt ing 

and he reminded that he has done it in the past, too, in school and university level."I always believed that I could bat and make 

useful contributions for the team. Whenever I played for my school, college or domestic team, the role never changes. If I am playing 

international cricket, my role remains the same."Whenever I am batting at 9/8/7, I can get an opportunity, I have to just go out there, 

read the situation, play accordingly and score as many runs I can," Shardul signed off. 
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